Perceptron Simulations in the 1960s

Back in the 1960’s, we were pretty certain that storage speeds would never get any quicker than a microsecond or so, and that transistors simply could not operate in that rarefied range above one megacycle per second; so we were pretty much resigned to the fact that nobody would ever build a computer that could execute much more than a million operations per second.  Fairly late in the decade, Seymour Cray came up with a machine that could sustain six million, but most of us considered that to be pretty much an upper bound.

Thus early simulations of the perceptron had to be done as efficiently as possible, and that meant two things: First, we hand-coded efficient programs in machine- or assembly-language; and second, we used all the resources available on the particular computer we had available.

The normal modus operandi was to use stimulus patterns that were black and white (i.e., binary); a normal “retina” would be something between 20x20 and 50x50 cells, and we wanted an associator layer of about a thousand units, with perhaps ten connections from the retina to each associator unit.  Each “connection” was simulated with an “ADD” if it was an excitatory connection, or a “SUB” if it was an inhibitory one; these instructions were each generated to address a cell in the retina, according to whatever scheme we were investigating (random, random walk, cat visual cortex arrangement, for example); the first connection for an A-unit had to clear the accumulator, and the instructions for an A-unit were terminated with a “SUB” to threshold it and a “STO” to store the result.  For speed, we did not loop, but just generated massive long programs of such instructions.  Thus for a ten-connection A-unit, twelve instructions were required; for a thousand such units, twelve-thousand instructions, just to get the state of the associator layer.  This meant that we could fit such a simulation into an IBM 704 or 7090, which carried 32,768 words of core memory, but not into the Burroughs 220, which had only 5000 words.

Hertz, bytes, and Moore’s Law, you see, had not been widely proclaimed yet.  “Byte” was an IBM 7030 (STRETCH) term, and at that time meant only “a string of bits”; while Hertz pioneered radio waves, his name had not yet been immortalized as a non-dimensional unit; and Moore was probably still in grade school, Silicon Valley being still some years in the future.

To simulate a perceptron, then, you wrote a program to write programs.  Dynamic allocation of storage was definitely not even on the horizon then, so everything had a fixed position in memory.  You told the program how many A-units, how many excitatory and inhibitory connections for each one, what threshold value you were going to use, and where the retina was.  It generated the instructions to simulate your brain model.  Once it generated them, it had to control filling the retina with the stimuli that were being used, executing the program, storing the results, and finally “training” the final layer of the perceptron, the weighted connections to the “response”, or R-unit(s).  These last were adjusted properly according to whether the states of the response units were correct or not.

We did the whole shebang in just 32k of 36-bit words on the 704/7090.  The 704, at roughly forty thousand operations per second, could handle on the order of two stimuli per second.  The 7090, six times faster, could do maybe twelve or thirteen.  Time on the 7090 had a nominal cost of six hundred bucks an hour, and, I am told, the hour still comprises thirty-six hundred seconds.  Thus, we needed to worry about how efficient our code was.

I was broken in to these methods by Carl Kessler, a CalTech grad.  I do not know whether he developed them by himself, or in conjunction with Rosenblatt, or whether Rosenblatt originated them and passed them on to Carl.  I do know that we considered writing code in machine language as fun; the only procedure-oriented language extant when I started was FORTRAN, although ALGOL was implemented on the Burrought 220 about four months after I started programming it.  Both were considered beneath the dignity of “real” programmers, unless “quick and dirty” was demanded, or perhaps “fun and games”.  

By the end of my second stint with CSRP, in 1968, I was doing most of my programs in FORTRAN on the CDC 6600, which could sustain six million operations per second, and which had 131,072 sixty-bit words of core storage.

The most interesting trend I have witnessed in computing in the fifty years I’ve been doing it is the trend that devotes more and more of the resources of computers to the user interface.  When I started in the business, there was no user interface more sophisticated than a pencil, coding pad, and keypunch machine (That last was used for perforating IBM cards, youngsters, which were the medium you had to use for communicating with computers).  The mouse, color display, and high-capacity disk drive were unheard-of until the late ‘80’s.  As the speed and memory capacity of computers increased, most of that speed and capacity was taken up by Windows, or whatever operating system happened to be in vogue at the time.  We never used that capacity to simulate fifty-thousand A-unit perceptrons, or to run grey-scale or colored stimuli on them, or to investigate the cross-coupled perceptron, or, for example, to run the figure-ground problem, which was the last simulation I did for Rosenblatt before I left the project in 1968.  As far as I know, there is no currently-running perceptron simulation that peers out on a city street through a small, cheap video camera and differentiates between passing cars and girls with short skirts, though something like this is certainly within the range of the state of the art in this day.  Instead, we devote our capacity to the next upgrade of Windows or whatever system is important to Bill Gates.  There does, however, seem to be ample computing capacity in most available machines to support this world-view; and Intel and Microsoft have made anything else terribly difficult to reach.

I wonder, though, just how many more generations Moore’s law has to run…



